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Data centres are large energy consumers today, and their consumption is expected to increase further, driven by the growth in cloud services. The large monetary cost and the environmental impact of this consumption have motivated operators to optimize data centre management. We argue that one of the underlying reasons for the low-energy utilization is the lack of visibility into a data centre’s highly dynamic operating conditions. Wireless sensor networks promise to remove this veil of uncertainty by delivering large volumes of data collected at high spatial and temporal fidelities. The paper summarizes data centre operations in order to describe the parameters that a data centre sensing network should collect and motivate the challenges that such a network faces. We present technical approaches for the problems of data collection and management and close with an overview of a data centre genome, an end-to-end data centre sensing system.
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1. Introduction

Internet services, such as news, e-mail, online storage, social networking, entertainment, e-commerce, search and advertising, have become intrinsic parts of people’s lives. As a result, the information technology (IT) infrastructure that powers these services has been experiencing a rapid growth in recent years. A central part of this IT infrastructure are data centres, hosting servers and storage devices. According to an Environmental Protection Agency survey, in 2006, the total energy consumption for data centres in the US was 61 billion kWh, enough to power 5.8 million US households [1]. Perhaps more importantly, IT power consumption is the fastest growing sector and is expected to double by 2011. Thus, improving data centre efficiency not only reduces a company’s operating cost, but can also be considered as part of its social responsibility.

Data centres can have drastically different sizes and form factors, from a few server cabinets, to shipping containers, to dedicated warehouse-size buildings. The largest data centres can consume more than 100 MW of electricity and cost a few hundred million dollars to build. Roughly speaking, a dedicated data centre has three main subsystems: data systems, including servers, storage and
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network infrastructure; *power systems*, including transformers, energy storage units, backup generators and the power distribution network; and *cooling systems*, including chill water towers, computer room air conditioning (CRAC) units and air ducts.

Data centres have been traditionally over-provisioned: the power system is under-subscribed; server rooms (called colocations, or *colos* for short) are over-cooled; and server utilization is low on average. As a quantitative metric of this condition, the power utilization efficiency (PUE)—defined as the total facility power divided by the total power used by the data systems—of some data centres is greater than two. In an effort to reduce operation overhead, the data centre industry is exploring ways to bring PUE as close to one as possible and to increase computing resource utilization as much as possible. Doing so requires the operators to have a detailed and up-to-date understanding of where and how power is consumed within a data centre and specifically where heat is generated and how equipment is cooled.

Maintaining an up-to-date image of a data centre is complicated by the observation that a data centre’s operating conditions are not static. Servers have typically 3–5 years of lifetime to leverage the latest innovations in hardware, yet facilities are in operation for decades. Moreover, the services deployed on these servers change over time—one of the largest online services have continuous release cycles [2]. Last but not least, service workload varies, driven by user demands [3,4]. For example, twice as many users are logged in the WINDOWS LIVE MESSENGER service during peak time, compared with off-peak periods. In turn, this workload variation causes the power consumption and heat output of the servers to vary. Typically, a heavy-loaded server may consume twice as much power as an idle server. Therefore, depending on the physical layout and load distribution in a data centre, the power and cooling systems are stressed at different times and locations. The existence of these data centre dynamics introduces challenges to some of the most important decisions that operators have to make. These challenges include the following.

— *Capacity planning*. While online services continue to grow, the more servers an existing data centre can host, the fewer data centres need to be built. Given the immense capital costs of building new data centres and the inherent facility overhead in power consumption, improving the utilization of existing facilities is crucial.

— *Change management*. Hardware and software components in data centres change over time. In this context, data centre operators need to make informed decisions about where to place new equipment and replace existing ones to optimally use the space. In cloud computing and other online services, the management software needs to decide where to place virtual machines, applications and user workload. In addition to server capacity and availability, power distribution and cooling availability are key factors that influence placement quality.

— *Real-time control*. Given the reduced safety margins associated with aggressive power, cooling and workload optimization, the role of real-time control is critical. The massive spatial distribution of physical variables and the interaction between physical and cyber activities make the control problem challenging.
Diagnostics. Unsafe operating conditions, such as high temperatures, fast temperature variations and excessive vibrations, may lead to server performance throttling and degraded equipment reliability. Failures in some cases develop over long periods of time. For this reason, accumulating long-term data about operating conditions and performance statistics can power retrospective analyses that help identify the root causes of the failures and improve future operations.

While cyber-properties, such as server workload, network traffic and application performance, are routinely monitored in software, visibility into data centre physical conditions and cyber-physical interactions is rather poor. Traditional data centres have a small number of sensors associated with key pieces of equipment and inside the colos. These sensors however do not provide the granularity that is necessary to capture the physical conditions at the rack or server level and answer the previously mentioned questions. We argue that improving data centre utilization and efficiency requires a marked increase in our ability to sense physical conditions inside and across data centres—including space configuration, power consumption, air temperature, humidity, air flow speed, chill water temperature and air conditioning (AC) utilization—together with performance and workload management.

In this paper, we summarize data centre operations in §2 and discuss the challenges of data centre sensing in §3. Section 4 presents system challenges for data centre sensing, data stream management as well as decision and control. Section 5 presents a case study, while §6 reviews some of the other work in this area. We summarize in §7.

2. Data centre background

To motivate the need for fine-grained data centre sensing, we first describe a data centre’s physical infrastructure and discuss the dynamics of physical properties driven by computing and environmental variations.

(a) Power distribution and cost

A tier-2 data centre, which includes $N+1$ redundant infrastructure components providing 99.741 per cent availability [5], is typical for hosting Internet services. In these data centres, power drawn from the grid is transformed and conditioned to charge the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system (based on batteries or flywheels). The uninterrupted power is distributed through power distribution units (PDUs) to supply power to the server and networking racks. This portion of power is called the critical power, since it is used to perform ‘useful work’. Power is also used by water chillers, CRAC systems and humidifiers to provide appropriate temperature and humidity conditions for IT equipment.

The power capacity of a data centre is primarily defined by the capacity of its UPS system, both in terms of the steady load that it can handle as well as the surges that it can withstand. For well-managed data centres, it is the maximum instantaneous power consumption from all servers allocated to each UPS unit that determines how many servers a data centre can host.
The availability and cost of electricity may vary over time. For example, local green energy production such as from solar or wind can change daily or seasonally. Electricity prices fluctuate dramatically in the real-time day-ahead market. While data centres sign bulk rate contracts with utility companies, exceeding power caps can introduce huge financial costs. With proper sensing and control, a collaborative group of geographically distributed data centres can take advantage of energy price variations to reduce the total energy expense [6].

(b) Cooling system

Most data centres are air cooled, i.e. blowing cold air through the servers to maintain the electronic components within their operating ranges for temperature and humidity. Figure 1 shows a cross section of a typical data centre with a cold-aisle–hot-aisle arrangement on a raised floor. The CRACs in the room draw warm air into the AC unit, where heat is exchanged with chilled water, and cold air is blown to the sub-floor. Perforated tiles allow the cold air to flow into the room, from where server fans drive it through the server chassis to cool key components.

Air cooling systems have slow dynamics. To avoid over-reaction and oscillations, CRAC units usually react every 15 min. Furthermore, their actions reach the servers after long propagation delays, depending on air dynamics, the volume of air in the room as well as the thermal properties of servers and the building’s materials.

Appropriate temperature and humidity ranges are important to maintain servers in reliable working conditions. Servers have protective temperature sensors that will throttle the central processing units (CPUs) or even shut down the server if key components overheat. To prevent such overheating events from happening and considering the lack of fine-grain information about their environmental conditions, most data centres operate with conservative temperature and humidity settings. The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) recommends that data centres operate between 20 and 25°C and 30–45% relative humidity. However, excessive cooling does not necessarily improve reliability or reduce device failure rates [7]. More recently, data centres have started to aggressively relax operation conditions and use ambient air to cool equipment directly as much as possible.
Figure 2. Load variation, in terms of total number of users and rate of new user logins, for the Microsoft LIVE MESSENGER service, normalized to five million users. Dashed lines indicate connections and solid lines indicate login rate. (Online version in colour.)

(c) Workload dynamics

Resource utilization in data centres naturally fluctuates depending on service demands. For example, figure 2 shows the total number of users connected to WINDOWS LIVE MESSENGER and the rate of new user logins over a week, normalized to five million users and a login rate of 1400 users per second. One can see that the number of users in the early afternoon is almost twice as large as the one after midnight, and that the total demand in weekdays is higher than during weekends. One can also see flash crowds, during which a large number of users login in a short period of time. Studies have recently reported similar demand variations [4,8,9].

Armbrust et al. [10] reported another example of demand variation:

‘When Animoto made its service available via Facebook, it experienced a demand surge that resulted in growing from 50 servers to 3500 servers in three days... After the peak subsided, traffic fell to a level that was well below the peak’. [10], p. 11

As a rough approximation, current servers consume approximately 60 per cent of their peak power when idle and power consumption above this point scales linearly with CPU utilization [11]. It is then easy to see that service type and workload variations cause the power consumption of the servers to change and consequently impact the amount of heat they generate.

(d) Interaction between cyber and physical systems

The heat the servers generate does not dissipate evenly over space. Instead, a typical server’s 4–10 fans direct the heat towards its rear side. These air streams, coupled with those generated by CRAC ventilation fans, generate complex air flow patterns within a data centre.
Figure 3 presents heat maps generated from 24 sensors placed along the front and back of a row of server racks. In the cold aisle (i.e. front side), the temperature difference between the hottest and coldest spots is as high as $10^\circ$C. It is evident that the racks’ mid-sections, rather than their bottoms, are the coolest areas, even though cool air blows from the floor. This counterintuitive heat distribution exists in almost all data centres and is driven by Bernoulli’s principle. This principle states that an increase in fluid speed decreases its pressure. Thereby, fast cold air near the floor creates low-pressure pockets that draw warm air from the back of the rack. The high temperature at the top right corner is owing to uneven air flow, which prevents cool air from reaching that area. As a consequence, hot air from the back of the rack flows to the front.

Air dynamics can be further complicated when a server is turned off, creating a local tunnel that connects the hot aisle at the server’s rear to the cold aisle in the front. Figure 4 illustrates an example of this interaction; shutting down the controlled server causes an increase in the intake air temperature (IAT) of the server below it. While few servers are affected by the actions of one server, a framework that predicts temperatures should consider these interactions.

3. What to sense

A system that provides a comprehensive view of a data centre’s conditions and is used to facilitate planning, management and control needs to continuously monitor numerous physical and cyber variables. These include the following.

— **Physical configuration.** The physical configuration information includes the location and type of servers, the topology of the data network, as well as the
Figure 4. The intake air temperature of the controlled server decreases after the server is shut down, while the temperature of the server below increases. The vertical line indicates the time when the controlled server was shut down. Filled circles, controlled server; open circles, one server below.

topology of the power distribution network. Although these specifications appear static, in practice they change continuously as old servers are decommissioned, new servers are installed and the facility is upgraded gradually. With tens of thousands of pieces of equipment and hundreds of millions of dollars investment in a mega data centre, asset management should be highly reliable and low cost. Typical barcode scanning and spreadsheet copying methods for asset management are slow and error prone. Traditional radio-frequency (RF) identification technologies face challenges since data centre environments are not RF-friendly owing to multiple metal barriers. It is however possible to infer the topology of the power distribution and data network by generating signals with specific signatures from one side of the network and detecting them at the side [12,13].

— **Environmental conditions.** Temperature and, to some extent, humidity are critical for the safe operation of servers and to maintain high performance. Other factors, such as vibration and corrosive chemical substances, may shorten equipment lifetime. The key temperature to control is the internal temperature of the servers. However, those internal temperatures fluctuate widely depending on the workload and are therefore hard to use for controlling the CRAC(s). More actionable sensor streams are the intake temperatures of the servers. Humidity is important only to reduce the risk of condensation and electrostatic buildup owing to temperature variations. Since there are no data centre components that actively increase humidity, there is no need to sample humidity as densely as temperature.

— **Workload.** Workload can be measured in an application-independent way (via performance counters that are widely supported by server operating systems), or through application-specific logs. In general, the more one knows about application semantics, the easier it is to control power consumption. For example, Chen *et al.* [3] showed that controlling connection-oriented servers that hold state is quite different from controlling stateless servers (e.g. web farms).

— **Power consumption.** Power is a scarce resource in data centres, especially when circuits are over-subscribed. Typical power distribution systems have built-in meters to measure aggregate power consumption at the
circuit breaker level or above. These measurements can be used for safety and diagnostic purposes. Nevertheless, monitoring power consumption at the level of individual servers becomes increasingly important for power capping and control purposes. When a circuit approaches its safety boundary, the operator needs to know which service to migrate or which servers to shut down to maximize benefit and minimize performance degradation. Power consumption can be measured directly by sensors on a server motherboard, or using in-line sensors at the power plug. Perhaps more interestingly, since server power consumption is directly related to the utilization of its key components (e.g. CPU, disk, memory, network, etc.), if one builds a regression model from performance counters to power consumption, it is then possible to derive the power consumption of servers with the same type and configuration without physical sensors [14].

Among these key variables, workload and server power consumption, as inferred by performance counters, can be measured through the host operating system (OS). On the other hand, wireless sensor network technologies are more suitable for collecting asset data and environmental conditions. The remainder of the paper elaborates on these technologies.

4. Research challenge highlights

The scale and density of the equipment in a data centre and the temporal–spatial variations of operation parameters introduce significant challenges to data centre sensing.

(a) Data collection

(i) Wired versus wireless sensors

There are seemingly several options for measuring the temperature and humidity distributions inside a data centre. For one, thermal imagers can visualize temperature variations over the camera’s view frame. However, considering the cramped layout of data centres and the direct field of view requirement of infrared cameras, continuously capturing thermal images throughout the data centre is prohibitively expensive. Alternatively, modern servers have several onboard sensors that monitor the thermal conditions near key server components, such as the CPUs, disks and input–output (IO) controllers. Provisioning all servers with environmental sensors can be an overkill and an unnecessary increase in server cost. On the other hand, it is difficult to accurately estimate the room temperature and humidity from other onboard sensors. Figure 5 plots the temperature measured at various points along with the CPU utilization for an HP ProLiant DL360 server with two CPUs. Air intake and output temperatures are measured with external sensors near the server’s front grill and its back cover. It is evident from this figure that internal sensors are quickly affected by changes in the server’s workload, rather than reflecting ambient conditions.

IAT is important also because it can be used for auditing purposes. Server manufacturers and data centre facility management contracts usually specify server operation conditions in terms of IAT. For example, the HP ProLiant DL360
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Figure 5. Temperature measured at different locations in and around an HP DL360 server. Also shown is the server’s CPU load. Internal sensors reflect the workload of the servers instead of ambient conditions.

(G3) servers require IAT to range from 10 to 35°C. It is therefore necessary to place external sensors at regular intervals across the air intake grills of the servers to monitor IAT.

More importantly, the communication mechanism used to retrieve the collected measurements is the other crucial aspect of system design. Options in this case are divided into two categories: in-band versus out-of-band. In-band data collection routes the measurements through the server’s OS to the data centre’s (wired) internet protocol network. The advantage of this approach is that the network infrastructure is (in theory) available and the only additional hardware necessary are relatively inexpensive sensors plugging into the universal serial bus (USB) ports of servers. However, data centre networks are, in reality, complex and fragile. They can be divided into several independent domains not connected by gateways. Traversing network boundaries can lead to serious security violations. Finally, the in-band approach requires the host OS to be always on to perform continuous monitoring. Doing so however would prevent turning off unused servers to save energy.

Out-of-band solutions use separate devices to perform the measurements and a separate network to collect them. Self-contained devices provide higher flexibility in terms of sensor placement, while a separate network does not interfere with production data centre operations. However, deploying a wired network that would connect each sensing point is undesirable as it would add thousands of network endpoints and miles of cables to an already cramped data centre.

For this reason, wireless networks are an attractive method for collecting the desired environmental conditions. Moreover, networks based on Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 radios [15] (or 15.4 for short) are more attractive compared with Bluetooth or WiFi radios. The key advantage is that 15.4 networks have simpler network stacks compared with the alternatives. This simplicity has multiple implications. First, sensing devices need only a low-end microcontroller unit (MCU) such as the MSP430 [16], thus
reducing the total cost of ownership and implementation complexity. Second, the combination of low-power 15.4 radios and low-power MCUs leads to lower overall power consumption.

At the same time, there are significant challenges when using 15.4 networks for data centre sensing, owing to low data throughput and high packet loss rate. The maximum transmission rate of a 15.4 link is 250 kilobits per second, while effective data rates are usually much lower owing to medium access control (MAC) overhead and multi-hop forwarding. Furthermore, the lower transmission power\(^1\) can lead to high bit error rates, especially in RF-challenging environments such as data centres. In fact, a quantitative survey of the RF environment in a data centre by Liang et al. [18] showed that significant challenges exist. The following paragraphs summarize the results of that study.

(ii) Data centre radio-frequency environment

Data centres present a radio environment different from those that previous sensor network deployments faced. This is intuitively true as metals are the dominant materials in a data centre. In addition to switches, servers, racks and cables, other metallic obstacles include cooling ducts, power distribution systems and cable rails. Given this departure from RF environments studied in the past (e.g. [19,20]), characterizing this environment is crucial to understanding the challenges it poses to reliable data collection protocols.

For this reason, Liang et al. [18] performed a site survey by uniformly distributing 52 wireless embedded sensor nodes, sometimes called motes, in a production data centre spanning an area of approximately 1100 m\(^2\). The motes were placed at the top of the racks, following a regular grid pattern with adjacent nodes approximately 10 m from each other. During the experiment, all nodes took turns broadcasting 1000 128-byte packets with an inter-packet interval of 50 ms. All nodes used the 802.15.4 frequency channel 26 and transmitted their packets without performing any link-layer backoffs. Upon receiving a packet, each receiver logged the received signal strength indication (RSSI), the link quality indicator (LQI), the packet sequence number and whether the packet passed the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) check.

We summarize the results from this survey below.

— Neighbourhood size. The survey found that on average, 50 per cent of all the nodes are within a node’s communication range and that a node’s neighbourhood can include as many as 65 per cent of the network’s nodes. Moreover, the neighbourhood size in production deployments will be significantly higher as they consist of hundreds of nodes deployed over the same space. It is thereby imperative to devise mechanisms that minimize packet losses owing to contention and interference.

— Packet loss rate. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of packet reception ratios (PRR) over all the network links. While the majority of the links have low loss rate (i.e. less than 10\%), a significant percentage of links

\(^1\) The commonly used TI CC2420 802.15.4 radio transmits at a maximum power of 0 milliwatts in decibels (dBm), or 1 mW [17].
experience high number of losses. This observation suggests that even in dense networks, data collection protocols must discover high-quality links to build end-to-end paths with low loss rates.

— **Link qualities.** Both RSSI and LQI measurements have been used to estimate link qualities [21,22]. RSSI measures the signal power for received packets, while LQI is related to the chip error rate over the packet’s first eight symbols (802.15.4 radios use a direct sequence spread spectrum encoding scheme). Indeed, the results shown in figure 7 indicate that there is a strong correlation between RSSI/LQI and packet reception rates. Based on these results, one can use an RSSI threshold of $-75\text{dBm}$ to filter out potential weak links. Selecting this conservative threshold removes a large number of links. Fortunately, the network remains connected because each node has many neighbours with high RSSI links.

The results of the site survey also revealed that approximately 3.43 per cent of losses in the network were owing to CRC failures. However, as the 16 bit MAC-layer CRC used by the 802.15.4 standard is relatively weak, it might not detect all corrupted packets. To understand the extent of this potential problem, an additional 16 bit CRC was included that covered the application-level payload to every packet transmission. As many as 1 per cent of the total number of packets that passed the MAC-layer CRC failed the one at the application level. It is thereby crucial for applications that require data integrity to include an application-level CRC.

— **Background RF interference.** Figure 8 shows the background noise distribution measured on each of the sixteen 802.15.4 frequency channels available on the 2.4GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio band. The measurements were collected by a mote that sampled its RSSI register at a frequency of 1kHz while no other 802.15.4 radios were active. A total of 60000 samples were collected on each channel. Because the data centre in which the measurements were taken has considerable levels of 802.11 traffic, 802.15.4 channels that overlap with 802.11 channels experienced higher noise levels. On the other hand, channel numbers 15, 20, 25 and 26 in the IEEE 802.15.4 band are relatively quiet. This result motivates the use of all the quiet channels simultaneously.

![Figure 6. Distribution of packet reception ratios (PRR) across all the links from a 52 node data centre site survey described by Liang et al. [18]. A large percentage of the network’s links exhibit non-trivial loss rates.](image)
Figure 7. Boxplots of link PRR as a function of (a) received signal strength indication (RSSI) and (b) LQI values from the data centre RF survey in [18]. Boxplots show the sample minimum, first quantile, median, third quantile and sample maximum. Links with RSSI $\geq 75$ dBm and LQI $> 90$ have persistently low PRR.

Figure 8. Background noise distribution across all 802.15.4 frequency channels in the 2.4GHz ISM band. Each of the circumferences is proportional to the occurrence frequency of the corresponding RSSI level. Channels 15, 20, 25 and 26 are relatively quiet compared with other channels.

(b) Data management

The scale of data centre sensing not only brings challenges to data collection, but to data management as well. If a hundred performance counters and physical variables of 4 bytes each were collected at every server every 30 s on average, then a large online service provider with a million servers would have to manage data streams totalling more than 1 TB per day. In order to perform long-term analysis,
planning and diagnostics, these data need to be archived over years. This scale introduces challenges not only to storing the data, but processing as well. For example, even reading the data to perform a rudimentary histogram query can take hours.

Recent advances in databases and data management in general address these challenges with data parallelism such as Not only structured query language (NoSQL) (e.g. Google BigTable [23], Amazon SimpleDB [24], BerkeleyDB [25] and Tokyo Cabinet [26]), streaming databases (e.g. Borealis [27], Microsoft StreamInsight [28], IBM InfoSphere [29]) and hybrid approaches such as DataGarage [30].

NoSQL approaches are best for archiving large volumes of data with simple structures and performing embarrassingly parallelizable queries. While NoSQL does not preserve query accuracy over massive amounts of data, DataGarage combines relational databases (SQL embedded) with MapReduce-type of distributed processing [31]. DataGarage is specifically designed to manage performance counters collected from servers in data centres. Realizing that most queries on performance counters only touch a single server and a continuous period of time, DataGarage divides time series into small and distributable chunks. For example, it uses an SQL database to store performance counters from one machine over a day. Upon receiving a query, such as identifying servers with CPU utilization higher than 80 per cent, it spawns multiple SQL queries in parallel and then combines the results.

Streaming databases are useful for real-time monitoring and event detection. While the collected data flow through the database engine, predefined patterns and events can be detected. Streaming databases usually do not offer data archiving intrinsically, arguing that it is the high-level events, rather than raw data, that are of interest to users. However, in many data centre design and planning applications, it is important to perform hypothesis testing on historical data. Nevertheless, commercial software exists for archiving time series. For example, the PI system from OSI [32] was initially designed for compressing and archiving process control measurements. However, it has been used in recent years to archive power and environmental measurements.

5. Case study

We use the Data Centre (DC) Genome project at Microsoft Research (MSR) as a case study of using wireless sensor networks in a production data centre.

The deployment site is a single 1100m$^2$ colo provisioned for 2.8 MW. There are roughly 250 racks in the colo, arranged in 32 rows. Some racks are double-sided with half-depth servers. They take cold air from both front and back, and exhaust hot air to the top of the rack.

(a) Genomotes

The DC Genome project uses Genomotes—temperature/humidity sensing nodes designed at MSR and shown in figure 9. To reduce the density of wireless nodes and thus interference among them, the deployment uses two kinds of sensing nodes. The wireless master node (figure 9a) and several wired sensors (figure 9b) form a (wired) daisy chain covering one side of a rack, collecting data at
different heights. The wireless nodes self-organize into an ad hoc wireless network, called a reliable acquisition network (RACNet). This design satisfies the sensing density requirement while reducing the number of contending radios, without sacrificing deployment flexibility.

Both the master and the slave nodes use the MSP430 low power microcontroller from Texas Instruments (TI) [16]. Each master node also has a TI CC2420 802.15.4 compatible radio [17] and a flash memory chip that caches data locally to prevent data loss during disconnected periods. The whole chain is powered by a USB port connected to a server or a wall charger. Using a USB connection to power the whole mote chain means that unlike many previous sensor networks, power is not a critical concern in this application. The master node has a rechargeable battery to ensure continuous operation during the time that the server needs to be rebooted. The maximum current that one can draw from a USB port by a foreign device is 100mA. This limitation means that it would be impossible to use a server’s USB port to power multiple (or even a single) WiFi-based sensing devices. Thus, an IEEE 802.15.4 network is used to achieve low power, low cost and communication flexibility. Finally, we note that using the same USB port to carry measurements is not an option because it requires the installation of additional software on the servers—something that is not administratively possible in the Microsoft environment.

(b) Reliable acquisition network

The data reliability challenge in DC Genome comes from the density of the sensor nodes. Even with the chain design, there are easily several hundred wireless master nodes within a data centre colocation facility. Without carefully scheduling packet transmissions, the collisions among the sensors can significantly reduce the data yield [18].

To achieve reliable data collection in a dense wireless sensor network, RACNet uses a multi-channel collision avoidance protocol called wireless reliable acquisition protocol (WRAP). The main design rationale behind WRAP is to coordinate transmissions over multiple frequency channels. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines 16 independent channels. WRAP uses multiple basestations as
the receivers, each on a different channel. The basestations compute average packet delays over the network to estimate the congestion level and the network quality. If the delays among the channels are significantly different, then WRAP tries to balance load among the basestations by allowing nodes to opportunistically switch to different channels.

Within each channel, WRAP builds a data collection tree, similar to protocols such as collection tree protocol [33]. However, in order to reduce self-interference, WRAP uses a token ring schedule on top of the collection tree. That is, the basestation will release a token to one of its children to give it the permission to transmit. The token is passed among the nodes in a depth-first search way. At any given time, there is only one token per channel. Only the node that holds the token can originate a data transmission. All parent nodes in the tree forward the packet in a collision-free environment. After receiving an end-to-end acknowledgment, the sender can confirm that its data were successfully delivered and pass the token to the next node.

Figure 10 shows the per-node data yield over a period of three weeks in the production data centre deployment. There were 696 sensing points in the deployment, with 174 wireless nodes. The sampling rate was one sample per sensor every 30s. The data are considered successfully collected if it reaches the basestation within 30s.

The median yield across all days was above 99.5 per cent, while the lowest yield was always above 98 per cent. This small packet loss is due to the fact that WRAP limits the number of end-to-end retransmission requests to five before it stops the attempt to recover the packet. Note that even though some data are not delivered by the deadline, they are saved locally in the flash memory of the master nodes, and are retrieved at a later time.

(c) Data compression and analysis

A key insight when dealing with massive time-series datasets such as those collected in DC Genome is that not all queries look for precise answers. For example, when computing histograms, or performing trending analyses and classifications, users can often tolerate a certain degree of inaccuracy in exchange for prompt answers.
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CYPRESS [34] is a system designed to compress and archive time series by decomposing them in both the frequency and time domains seeking for sparse representations. The decomposed time series are called *trickles*. An interesting feature of CYPRESS is that common queries such as histograms and correlations can be answered directly using compressed data. Furthermore, by using trickles, the search space of signals with high pairwise correlation can be drastically reduced, accelerating processing of such queries [35].

\[(d)\ \text{Using the data}\]

We give one example of how the data collected by RACNet is used for analysing data centre operations.

Thermal runaway is a critical operation parameter, which refers to the temperature changes when a data centre loses its cool air supply. Predicting thermal runaway temperatures through simulations is very hard because their accuracy depends on the thermal properties of IT equipment, which are difficult to obtain. On the other hand, RACNet collected actual thermal runaway data, during an instance when a CRAC was temporarily shut down for maintenance.

**Figure 11** plots the temperature evolution at various locations across a row of ten racks during that maintenance interval. The CRAC was turned off for 12 min. It is evident that the mid-sections—although the coolest spots normally—experience fast temperature increases when the CRAC stops. In contrast, temperature changes moderately at the two ends of the row, especially at the top and bottom of the rack. This is because those racks have better access to room air, which serves as a cooling reserve. This is an important finding because large temperature changes in a short period of time can be fatal to hard drives. For example, according to the specification of the Seagate SAS 300 GB 15 K RPM hard drive, the maximum safe rate of temperature change is 20°C h\(^{-1}\). Notice that, in the middle of rack 7, the rate of temperature change is almost 40°C h\(^{-1}\). This implies that storage-intensive servers need to be placed carefully if the data centre has a high risk of losing CRAC power.

### 6. Related work

Multiple commercial products provide sensing of various environmental conditions and server performance parameters [36–39]. Federspiel Controls [36] uses original equipment manufacturer sensors from dust networks, which incorporate a frequency-hopping protocol called time-synchronized mesh protocol (TSMP) [40]. The TSMP network can support up to 255 nodes with a fixed TDMA schedule. SynapSense [37] provides the LIVEIMAGING solution for monitoring data centre environment conditions. To the best of our knowledge, LIVEIMAGING supports only 5 min sampling intervals. Both solutions use battery powered sensors, which limit their sampling rate and system lifetime. Sensicast [39] and Arch Rock [38] offer environmental sensors such as temperature, humidity, air pressure, air flow and water chiller flow rate. Little is known about the architecture and performance of these commercial systems other than the fact that the Arch Rock system uses the recent 6LowPAN networking standard. While all the systems described so far use wireless networks to deliver
the sensor measurements, Bash et al. [41] used a network of wired sensors in an experiment that tested the feasibility of controlling CRAC units based on real-time sensor readings.

In the absence of measurements about the environment inside a data centre, thermal modelling has been used to predict conditions over space and time. Traditional thermal modelling of interior spaces is based on the zonal approach. It subdivides a region into blocks where temperature is assumed to be uniform and well-mixed, [42,43] and uses energy balances to predict the temperature time evolution. For data centre applications, zonal models have been described in earlier studies [44–46]. These models are sometimes called ‘grey-box’ models since some of the relevant physics are included (the term ‘black-box’ methods refers to approaches in which temporal data mining is used to generate thermal response models without any reference to the underlying physics [47–49]).

Often, it is also important to predict the spatial patterns of cooling airflow, especially when buoyant motions occur, or when highly three-dimensional currents result from the aggregate effects of many fans. Thus, modelling of airflow and heat transfer in data centres using computational fluid dynamics, and heat transfer has played an increasingly important role in their design and thermal optimization (e.g. [50–54]). Rambo & Joshi [52] provide a review of modelling approaches of the various layouts and tools employed. Most models rely on standard Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes solvers with the $k–\varepsilon$ turbulence model to account for turbulence. A detailed analysis coupled with multi-variable optimization is presented in Bhopte et al. [55]. The objective function of their optimization process was to minimize the rack inlet air temperature. Prior works often motivate the simulations by the need to gain detailed insights into flow and thermal state inside data

Figure 11. Temperature data from a row of ten racks, labelled from 1 to 10, during a thermal runaway event. Each rack has three sensors at the (a) top, (b) middle and (c) bottom, respectively. Temperature changes depend on locations. (Online version in colour.)
centres, as little actual data are normally available. Also, they simulate steady-state conditions and do not take into account time dependencies and dynamical effects.

Responsive thermal monitoring will enable us to understand and respond to machine room dynamics at time and space scales not previously realized. Previous studies of the interaction between workload placement, machine configuration and the data centre heat load have ignored that data centres are complex thermo-fluid systems. Current approaches use the global energy balance—inputs and outputs at nodes/chassis and the CRAC—to characterize the entire machine room. Initial efforts examined the contribution of components by permutation of components [56], or by modelling the data centre as a linear combination of zones [57]. Some systems enhance global energy with heat flow models across individual nodes [58], including circuit representations of nodes [59]. Several represent the machine room as a set of chassis and model interactions among them as a cross-inference problem [46,60]. Some insight into spatial properties can be realized by creating thermal maps using machine learning techniques applied to temperature data collected inside processing nodes [61]. Systems that do use fluid and heat models have explored configurations offline to determine the effect of failed components in a single rack [62] or machine room [56].

The relationship between workload placement, performance and total energy use is poorly understood. The simplest issues are controversial, e.g. how does one place a fixed set of jobs across racks in order to minimize overall power consumption. Intuition dictates that since each active rack has fixed power costs (including PDUs and networking), jobs should be placed densely on racks to minimize fixed costs. Heat flow based on global energy balance [46] has this property. However, measurements have shown that low-density job placement across many racks reduces node temperature and, thus, decreases cooling load and improves performance [63]. We believe that both of these guidelines apply, but to different thermal configurations that can only be resolved by sensing and modelling. Moreover, this example shows how the goals of reducing compute power and cooling power conflict at times and motivate the need for unified power management for all components in the data centre.

Modelling and sensing will provide insight into the spatial and temporal distribution of energy and how to resolve the tension between cooling and performance. The potential savings are large and many different factors interact to govern power usage. Under certain conditions, active management of data centres at runtime saves up to 20 per cent [64], dynamically sizing the allocation of nodes saves up to 20 per cent [65], shaping/scaling workload on each node can save 20 per cent [66], so overall an optimized data centre can be more than 50 per cent [67] more efficient. Because the heating and cooling system is turbulent, small changes can have large effects on energy draw and system performance [56]. Sensing and modelling will allow us to uncover the small configuration and workload modifications to realize energy savings.

7. Summary

The rapid growth in cloud services coupled with the large energy consumption of existing data centres have motivated data centre operators to optimize their
operations. In this paper, we argue that one of the underlying reasons for the existing inefficient use of energy is the lack of visibility into a data centre’s operating conditions. However, recent innovations in wireless sensor networks can lift the veil of uncertainty, providing streams of measurements with high temporal and spatial fidelities. We present the requirements for such sensor networks and outline some of the technical challenges data centre sensing introduces. Finally, we present DC Genome, an end-to-end data centre sensing system deployed at a Microsoft data centre.
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